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Abstract
Ebola virus is a virulent pathogen that causes highly lethal hemorrhagic fever in human and non-human species. The rapid
growth of this virus infection has made the scenario increasingly complicated to control the disease. Receptor viral matrix
protein (VP40) is highly responsible for the replication and budding of progeny virus. The binding of RNA to VP40 could
be the crucial factor for the successful lifecycle of the Ebola virus. In this study, we aimed to identify the potential drug that
could inhibit VP40. Sugar alcohols were enrich with antiviral properties used to inhibit VP40. Virtual screening analysis
was perform for the 48 sugar alcohol compounds, of which the following three compounds show the best binding affinity:
Sorbitol, Mannitol and Galactitol. To understand the perfect binding orientation and the strength of non-bonded interactions,
individual molecular docking studies were perform for the best hits. Further molecular dynamics studies were conduct to
analyze the efficacy between the protein–ligand complexes and it was identify that Sorbitol obtains the highest efficacy. The
best-screened compounds obtained drug-like property and were less toxic, which could be use as a potential lead compound
to develop anti-Ebola drugs.
Keywords Ebola · VP40 · Sugar alcohols · Molecular docking · Molecular dynamics simulations

Introduction
Ebola is a filamentous, negative-stranded and highly pathogenic RNA virus, which most often results in fatal illness
in humans and other primates [1]. It typically causes hemorrhagic fever that leads to severe bleeding from different
parts of the body and causes death [2]. As of 30 March
2016, 28,610 suspected cases and 11,307 deaths have been
report in the most affected countries of Guinea, Liberia, and
Sierra Leone. The Ebola virus genus comprises five species
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each named after the location where it first identified:
Zaire (EBOV-Z), Sudan (EBOV-S), Thai forest (EBOV-T),
Bundibugyo (EBOV-B) and Reston (EBOV-R) with varying fatality rates [3]. The RNA genome sequence length is
about ~ 19 Kb that encodes seven structural proteins such
as nucleoprotein (NP), viral matrix proteins VP24, VP30,
VP35, VP40, and RNA polymerase [3, 4]. A vaccine against
EBOV-Z has shown the potential of immune responses
against surface glycoproteins and nucleoproteins [5]. Several
investigations on anti-Ebola drugs have carried out, but no
effective drug has yet been approve by the FDA.
Among the viral matrix protein, VP40 plays a crucial role
in the process of viral transcription at early stages of infection [6]. These studies strongly suggested that the binding
of RNA to VP40 could be the critical factor for the successful lifecycle of the Ebola virus. Drugs targeting VP40
may alter the conformation of the protein and thus it could
affect the binding with RNA. The viral matrix protein VP40
appears to be highly expressed in Ebola virus and plays a
vital role in the budding of Ebola virus from the plasma
membrane [7]. VP40 is made up of 326 amino acids and
has two domains connected by a flexible linker, in which
the N-terminal domain is responsible for oligomerization,
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while the C-terminal domain is responsible for membrane
binding. Viral matrix proteinVP40 shows oligomerize
in both hexamers and octamers, both of which consist of
antiparallel viral matrix protein [VP40] dimers. It have to
be noted that the formation of these different oligomeric
forms was determined by differences in the interdimeric
interface, while the monomer–monomer interface within
intradimeric interface is similar in both octamers and hexamers. In most cases, it was noted that oligomeric VP40
expressed in UV-inactivated virion’s and in mammalian
cells expressing VP40, whereVP40 observed with high lipid
layers. Further VP40 octamer have shown to interact with
RNA molecule at defined sequence pattern [8]. Although
we know that octamerization of VP40 is vital for the Ebola
virus replication, the functions of both the octameric and
hexameric forms of VP40 still under investigation. The Cocrystal 3D structure (PDB id: 1H2C) of VP40-RNA (Fig. 1)
is an octamer shows that the two key amino acids PHE125
and ARG134 of VP40 directly interacted with RNA [6]. The
RNA-protein structure is stabilised by 140 amino acid residues of VP40 (including residues THR123, PHE125, and
ARG134 of a fragment of the N-terminal domain) and UGA
(stop codon) of RNA. The crystal structure elucidate that
VP40 has to undergo two different conformational changes
in order to obtained oligomerization. This involves in the
displacement of the N-terminal region (residues 31 to 70)
and the movement of the C-terminal domain, which then
forms the binding pocket for the specific recognition of the
ssRNA motif U-G-A, Which could be consider as a potential
target for antiviral drug design [9, 10].
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Sugar alcohols are low digestible carbohydrates commonly found in plant products. These are hydrogenated
forms of carbohydrate in which the carbonyl group (aldehyde or ketone) has reduced to a primary or secondary
hydroxyl group and can obtain by natural or synthetic form.
The clinical efficacy and bioavailability of anti-viral drugs
are the important factors that have to taken in concern to
treat viral infections. Sugar alcohols have antiviral properties [11] and it could be consider in combating Ebola. Sugar
alcohol are devoid of toxicity with high compatibility and
biodegradability hence it can be used to enhance the effectiveness against viral which improve the patient compliance
and decrease the adverse effect particularly by targeting the
specific active sites for viral target.
In this study, we adopted a computational approach to
identify the potential lead molecules from the sugar alcohols. Identification of the compounds based on the unique
conformation, which may interact with specific binding site
of the target to create a perfect molecular interaction. We
used this platform to identify drug candidates that bind and
inhibit viral matrix protein VP40 of Ebola virus strains. This
approach integrated with the retrieval of sugar alcohol compounds and virtual screening of compounds to identify the
top ranking drug like candidates; molecular docking analysis
to identify the bind affinity of the screened lead compounds
and molecular dynamics simulation analysis to understand
the efficacy of the best binding sugar alcohols. Our results
explain the efficiency of integrated molecular level investigation in prioritizing the compounds for further in vitro,
in vivo and clinical testing. This approach will significantly

Fig. 1  Surface view of Ebola VP40 bound with RNA showing the amino acid in RNA vicinity
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The crystal structure of the matrix protein VP40 of Ebola
virus was retrieved from RCSB PDB database with the corresponding PDB ID 1H2C [8]. The three-dimensional structures of the sugar alcohols compounds were retrieve from
PubChem database. The three-dimensional structures of the
target protein was energy-minimized using the GROMACS
5.1.2 [12] adopting the GROMOS53a6 [13, 14] force field
parameters before performing the docking analysis.

position restrained dynamics simulations (NVT and NPT)
at 300 K for 300 ps. The equilibrated structures were then
subject to molecular dynamics simulations for 50,000 ps at a
constant temperature of 300 K and pressure of 1 atm, and the
integration time step was set to 2 fs. The non-bonded list was
created using an Atom-based threshold of 8 Å. Long-range
electrostatic interactions were managed using the particlemesh Ewald algorithm and Lennard-Jones mathematical
model were applied with the threshold value of 0.9 nm for
interatomic potential calculation. During the simulations, the
lengths of all bonds containing hydrogen atoms were constrained by utilising the Lincs algorithm [17]; the trajectory
snapshots were stored for structural analysis every picosecond. The RMSD, the hydrogen bonds, minimum distance
were calculate using the Gromacs utilities g_rms, g_hbond
and g_mindist.

Virtual screening and molecular docking analysis

ADME and drug likeliness analysis

Docking is often approximate to a lock and key process
where the confirmation of a ligand and receptor do not
change during binding. Ligands are often flexible and occupy
multiple conformations in solution, and although the conformation of receptors is better defined, they too can change,
particularly on ligand binding in the so-called “Induced fit
model”. VcPpt is the tool used for high throughput virtual
screening; it was independently develop as an extension of
AutoDock vina. The top-ranked ligands further docked with
molecular docking suit AutoDock Vina [15]. The AutoDock
tools used for the addition of charges and polar hydrogen and
the adjustment of other parameters. Additionally, Auto grid
used to generate grid maps and spacing [16]. The molecular docking analysis performed by applying the Lamarckian genetic algorithm (LGA). Each of the docking analysis
repeated for 10 times with different conformation and which
was robust to complete after 250,000 energy evaluations.
The docking calculations included a population size of 150
and translational step of 0.2 Å and the docking results were
ranked according to the binding free energy and the frequency of the most probable binding site.

Lipinski’s rule of five used to test the bioavailability characteristics, such as the absorption, distribution, metabolism
and elimination (ADME) of the ligands. In this present
study, these molecular properties and the drug-likeness
of the ligands were calculate using the Mol soft program
(http://molsoft.com/mprop/).

Molecular dynamics simulations

Virtual screening performed for the 48-sugar alcohol compounds (Table 1) with the target octameric structure of RNA
free viral matrix protein VP40 of Ebola virus using VcPpt
tool. Sugar alcohol compounds Sorbitol, Mannitol and Galactitol (Fig. 2) showed good binding energy and obtained strong
hydrogen bond interactions with the target VP40. Rest of
the compounds obtained less binding energy with less formation of non-bonded interactions. Hence, the best binding
compounds have considered for molecular docking analysis
in order to identify the lead compounds atomic pattern in the
interactions and the amino acids involved in the bindings. Individual molecular docking analyses were perform for the three

reduce the time, risk, cost, and resources required to determine efficacious therapies against future Ebola outbreaks.

Materials and methods
Dataset

The structures of the docked complexes of VP40 with the
screened ligands were used as the starting point for MD
simulations using the GROMACS 5.1.2 [12] adopting the
GROMOS53a6 force field parameters. The structures were
solvated in a cubic box with a size of 0.9 nm using periodic
boundary conditions and the SPC water model. The topology of the ligands was generate using the PRODRG server.
Subsequently, energy minimization carried out for both complex structures using the steepest descent energy protocol.
Furthermore, the systems were equilibrated by function a

Prediction of toxicity risk and oral toxicity (LD50)
The ProTox web server used to predict the preclinical oral
toxicity (LD50) of the drug candidates [18]. The ProTox
server predicts the toxicity level of candidate drug molecule
by comparing the two dimensional chemical alignment of
given molecule with toxicity level known approved compounds and on the identification of over-represented fragments in the toxic compound.

Results and discussion
Virtual screening and docking analysis
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Table 1  List of virtually screened top ten best sugar alcohol compounds
S. no PUBCHEM ID Chemical name

Molecular
formula

Molecular
weight (g/
mol)

InChI key

1.

5780

d-Sorbitol

C6H14O6

182.172

FBPFZTCFMRRESAJGWLITMVSA-N

2.

6251

d-Mannitol

C6H14O6

182.172

FBPFZTCFMRRESAKVTDHHQDSA-N

3.

11850

Galactitol

C6H14O6

182.172

FBPFZTCFMRRESAGUCUJZIJSA-N

4.

61892

(3R,4R)-Hexane1,2,3,4,5,6-hexol

C6H14O6

182.172

FBPFZTCFMRRESASXEFJBAOSA-N

5.

82170

l-Sorbitol

C6H14O6

182.172

FBPFZTCFMRRESAFSIIMWSLSA-N

6.

90540

d-Idito

C6H14O6

182.172

FBPFZTCFMRRESAZXXMMSQZSA-N

7

120700

Allitol

C6H14O6

182.172

FBPFZTCFMRRESAFBXFSONDSA-N

8

134038

(2S,3S,4R,5R)Hexane1,2,3,4,5,6-hexol

C6H14O6

184.164

FBPFZTCFMRRESADYJOCEOGSA-N

9.

136460

l-Mannitol

C6H14O6

182.172

FBPFZTCFMRRESABXKVDMCESA-N

10.

151263

d-Altritol

C6H14O6

182.172

FBPFZTCFMRRESAKAZBKCHUSA-N

151263

compounds with target VP40 using AutoDock Vina. The drug
binding sites of VP40 defined as HIS124, PHE125, ARG134,
ASN136, THR123, PHE172, THR173, and TRY171. Compounds Sorbitol, Mannitol and Galactitol obtained binding
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Structure

energy of − 5.4 kcal/mol, − 5.1 kcal/mol and − 4.3 kcal/mol
respectively (Table 2) (Fig. 3). Compound Sorbitol and Mannitol formed three hydrogen bonds with VP40 RNA-binding residues THR123, HIS124 and THR173 (Fig. 4a, b). Compound
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Fig. 2  3D structure of virtually screened three best hits of sugar alcohols a Sorbitol b Mannitol c Galactitol
Table 2  Binding energy and
hydrogen bonding residues
of VP40 with sugar alcohol
compounds

S. no

Sorbitol compounds

Binding energy
(Kcal/mol)

Number of
hydrogen bonds

Hydrogen bond interacting residues

1.
2.
3.

Sorbitol
Mannitol
Galactitol

− 5.4
− 5.1
− 4.3

3
3
2

THR123, HIS124,THR173
THR123, HIS124,THR 173
PHE125, GLN170

Fig. 3  Molecular docking of viral matrix protein VP40 with sugar alcohols, green dotted lines represents conventional hydrogen bonds. a Molecular interaction of sorbitol with VP40. b Interaction of Mannitol with VP40. c Interaction Galactitol with VP40. (Color figure online)

Galactitol formed two hydrogen bonds with residues PHE125
and GLN170 of Ebola target VP40 (Fig. 4c). Furthermore, it
has been report in previous studies that two conserved residues
PHE125 and ARG134 are the most crucial residues for RNA
binding in the Ebola virus and ARG134 plays a critical role
in the replication of this virus. Compounds galactitol forming
hydrogen bond with amino acid PHE125 of target receptor
VP40 thus inhibition of this compounds can abolish the interaction of VP40 with RNA.

Molecular dynamics simulations of Sorbitol,
Mannitol and Galactitol in complex with VP40
Molecular dynamics simulations studies performed for the
sugar alcohol compounds; Sorbitol, Mannitol and Galactitol

in complex with Ebola viral target VP40. From the 50 ns
MD simulations run, the stability and the interactions
between the complexes were analyze for VP40-Sorbitol,
VP40-Mannitol and VP40-Galactitol. Root mean square
deviation (RMSD), hydrogen bonds and minimum distance
formation between the protein–ligand complexes analyzed.
The RMSD is the basic criteria to measure the convergence
and the stability of the systems and this can be determined
by the equilibrium phase obtained by the systems. The backbone RMSD of the protein have calculated, it was observe
that the complex VP40-Sorbitol obtained stable equilibrium
after ~ 20 ns of simulations period (Fig. 5a). However, the
VP40-Mannitol and VP40-Galactitol complexes maintained unstable equilibrium throughout the simulations
period (Fig. 5b, c). Further, the RMSD of the ligands have
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calculated from the three complex molecular dynamics simulation, sorbitol in complex VP40 obtained stable RMSD
value of ~ 0.01 nm to ~ 0.04 nm (Fig. 6a), mannitol obtained
RMSD value of ~ 0.01 nm to ~ 0.06 nm (Fig. 6b) and galactitol obtained RMSD value of ~ 0.05 nm to ~ 0.3 nm (Fig. 6c).

From RMSD analysis, it is infer from the protein and ligand
RMSD value the VP40-Sorbitol complex has been well converge in compared with VP40-Mannitol and VP40-Galactitol
complexes. This shows that the compound Sorbitol has more
stable interactions with VP40 in the dynamics condition. A

Fig. 4  Ligplot analysis shows the 2D images of VP40 interacting
residues with sugar alcohol compounds. a Surrounding and hydrogen
bond forming amino acid residues of VP40 with sorbitol. b Surround-

ing and hydrogen bond forming amino acid residues of VP40 with
Mannitol. c Surrounding and hydrogen bond forming amino acid residues of VP40 with Galactitol

Fig. 5  Protein backbone root mean square deviation of viral matrix protein VP40 in complex with sugar alcohols

Fig. 6  Root mean square deviation of ligand heavy atoms in complex with viral matrix protein VP40
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delicate balance among all types of weak bonded interactions determines the stable protein–ligand complex, among
which hydrogen bonds are consider as the most important
bond. Hydrogen bonds were determine by various energies
among that electrostatics energy and polarization plays a
predominant role. We calculated the number of hydrogen
bonds formed between the VP40-Sorbitol, VP40-Mannitol
and VP40-Galactitol complexes. The hydrogen bond angle
cutoffs and length were 120° and 3.5 Å respectively. The
total numbers of hydrogen bonds found between VP40Sorbitol, VP40-Mannitol and VP40-Galactitol complexes
were count from the last 10 ns of simulations period (Fig. 7).
It have noted that all the three complexes maintained 1 to
3 hydrogen bonds in the most equilibrated simulations
period. Hydrogen bond, analysis elucidated that all the bestscreened sugar alcohol compounds obtained stable bindings
with Ebola target VP40 in the dynamics condition. Further
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intermolecular minimum distances between protein–ligand
complexes have calculated. It was observe that minimum
distance between VP40-Sorbitol, VP40-Mannitol and VP40Galactitol as ~ 0.15 to ~ 0.25 nm, ~ 0.2 to ~ 0.25 nm and ~ 0.15
to ~ 0.3 nm (Fig. 8). A proximate distance indicates a more
stable complex VP40-Sorbitol maintained a shorter and
more stable complex as compared to VP40-Mannitol and
VP40-Galactitol. Although VP40-Galactitol complex
obtained less minimum distance equal to VP40-Sorbitol, it
is not stable during the well-equilibrated simulation period.

ADME analysis
About 60% of potential drug-like compounds were reject
in the clinical phase because of its molecular property. In
the earlier days of drug discovery, the drug likeliness and
toxicity of the drug-like molecules have been analyze at the

Fig. 7  Number of hydrogen bonds formed between sugar alcohols compounds and viral matrix protein VP40

Fig. 8  Minimum distance between sugar alcohols compounds and viral matrix protein VP40
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end of the drug discovery process. However, in recent days
the toxicity test performed as an initial step of drug discovery in order to neglect compounds with poor molecular
property. Hence, pre-assessment of molecular properties
of drug-like compounds may rapid the drug discovery process and with the support of experimental results, currently
computational algorithms may predict the drug likeliness,
which limited the cost and time in drug discovery process.
Molecular properties such as the molecular weight (MW),
the number of hydrogen bond acceptors and donors, and
partition coefficient (logP) in a molecule are always crucial
when examining the bioavailability of drug-like molecules
[19]. By considering, the above listed molecular properties
“rule of five” have been formulate to determine the drug
likeness of compounds. The cut-off range of each property
is explained as a drug like compound should have ≤ 500 g/
mol molecular weight thus have high membrane permeability. The calculated octanol–water partition coefficient logP
value should be ≤ 5. The hydrogen bond acceptors should
be ≤ 10 and hydrogen bond donors should be ≤ 5. Therefore,
the bioavailability and molecular properties of the Sorbitol, Mannitol, and Galactitol were calculate based on the
Lipinski rule of five using the Molsoft program (http://molso
ft.com/mprop/). All the three screened sugar alcohol compounds obtained same molecular properties; the number of
hydrogen bond acceptor and the number of hydrogen bond
donor have been calculated as six, MolLogP value is − 3.60,
MolLogS value is 0.30 (in mg/L), Mol PSA value is 121.38
 3 and the number of stereo
A2, MolVol value is 151.83 A
centers observed as four. The results shows that all the threescreened compounds accepted the Lipinski rule of five [20,
21] (Table 3). Even though all the three compounds obtained
six hydrogen bond donors, it can be accept as a drug molecule in accordance with the Lipinski rule of five, which
accepts one violation in the rule. The molecular properties of
the sugar alcohol compounds are best in terms of molecular
weight, MolLogP and hydrogen acceptors in compare with
previous studies that identify compounds to inhibit Ebola
VP40 from the traditional chinese medicine data set [22].
Hence, these sugar alcohol compounds could considered as
valid lead compounds to inhibit VP40 of Ebola virus.

Toxicity risks and oral toxicity (LD50) analysis

Table 3  ADME and drug
likeliness analysis for sugar
alcohol compounds

Sugar alcohol compounds

Drug likeliness score

No. of hydrogen bond acceptor
No. of hydrogen bond donor
MolLogP
MolLogS
Mol PSA
MolVol
No. of stereo centers
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Drug development is an arduous process that requires small
molecules to be highly bioavailable and void of toxic to the
entire clinical phase. During drug developmental stage, toxicity and side effects are the major reason that lead to the
unsuccessful discovery. The toxicity of the drug candidates
are being analyzed through animal models which are time
consuming and costly and for each dosage animal scarification requires. In silico, prediction serves as an alternative
approach for simplifying and rationalising drug development
at the preclinical stage [23]. In this study, we used the Protoxweb server to calculate the LD50 value of the screened
lead compounds. The higher the LD50 dose, the lower the
toxicity of the compound. The calculated number of atoms,
number of bonds, number of rings, number of rotable bonds,
total charge, molecular polar surface area ( A2), oral toxicity,
toxicity class, average similarity and prediction accuracy is
16, 15, 0, 5, 0, 121.38, 13,500 (mg/kg), 6, 100% and 100%
respectively for the best screened three sugar alcohol compounds (Table 4). In compare with the toxicity profile of
drug like molecules screened from the traditional Chinese
medicine database against the Ebola target VP40 [22], the
sugar alcohol compounds obtained better toxicity profile
in term of Oral toxicity and Toxicity Class. These results
indicate that all the screened sugar alcohol displays a better
safety profile.

Conclusion
Organic compounds represent the majority of new chemical entities in drug discovery studies worldwide. Biologically potential organic isoforms continue to provide
a strong impetus for the development of novel drugs that
enhance the implicit value in providing molecules for
experiments. More recently, organic chemists are involved
in designing new synthetic short routes for the effective
synthesis of drug molecules. More emphasis have given
to multiple compounds base synthesis, which is expect to
yield more potential and bioavailability. Novel methods for
Target

Sorbitol

Mannitol

Galactitol

6
6
− 3.60
0.30 (in mg/L)
121.38 A2
151.83 A3
4

6
6
− 3.60
0.30 (in mg/L)
121.38A2
151.83A3
4

6
6
− 3.60
0.30 (in mg/L)
121.38A2
151.83A3
4

VP40
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Table 4  Drug toxicity analysis
for the best-screened hits

Drug toxicity score

No. of atoms
No. of bonds
No. of rings
No. of rotable bonds
Total charge
Molecular polar surface area (A2)
Predicted LD50
Predicted toxicity class
Average similarity
Prediction accuracy

combinatorial synthesis permit us to selectively obtained
enantiomers that display interesting biological activity. It
is a testament to the value of these discoveries that they are
now consider mainstream. Advanced computational technologies applied to identify the drugs from the enriched
source of organic molecules in the drug discovery process.
Computational methods can quickly predict the perfect
binding orientation of all potential drug candidates that
preferred the best potential drug. Finding new drugs for
infectious disease is complicated because of potential target identification and validation. Knowledge of the target
structure leads to the structure-based drug design which
is considered as one of the most efficient and effective
methods for tailoring suitable therapeutics. In this aspect,
this study adopted a computational pipeline to identify
potential inhibitors to inhibit Ebola viral target VP40 from
sugar alcohol compounds. 48 sugar alcohol compounds
were subjected for virtual screening, of which three-sugar
alcohol compounds obtained maximum binding affinity
with VP40: Sorbitol, Mannitol, and Galactitol. Individual
molecular docking analysis performed for the screened hits
with viral target VP40 and Sorbitol identified as the best
binding compound based on the binding energy and the
number of hydrogen bond interactions. In order to understand the docking results are robotics or fortune binding
efficacy between the VP40 and inhibitor was calculate for
all the three complexes. Molecular dynamics simulation
analysis clearly elucidated that VP40-Sorbitol complex
obtained stable RMSD in the well-equilibrated simulation
period, while hydrogen bond and minimum distance analysis explain the high efficacy of VP40-Sorbitol complex.
Further oral toxicity and drug likeliness analysis has been
conducted to explore the ability of these sugar alcohols
and predicted that could use as a potential lead to treat
Ebola. Overall, this computational investigation comes out
with possible inhibitors that could use as potential drugs
to treat Ebola. Further in vitro and in vivo testing are
required to evaluate the anti-Ebola activity of these drugs.
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Sugar alcohol compounds

Target

Sorbitol

Mannitol

Galactitol

16
15
0
5
0
121.38
13,500 (mg/kg)
6
100%
100%

16
15
0
5
0
121.38
13,500 (mg/kg)
6
100%
100%

16
15
0
5
0
121.38
13,500 (mg/kg)
6
100%
100%

VP40
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